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ABSTRACT
In Part I of this two-part paper a new method of predicting the total lightning flash rate in thunderstorms
was introduced. In this paper, the implementation of this method into the convection-permitting Consortium
for Small Scale Modeling (COSMO) model is presented.
The new approach is based on a simple theoretical model that consists of a dipole charge structure, which is
maintained by a generator current and discharged by lightning and, to a small extent, by a leakage current.
This approach yields a set of four predictor variables, which are not amenable to direct observations and
consequently need to be parameterized (Part I).
Using an algorithm that identifies thunderstorm cells and their properties, this approach is applied to de-
termine the flash frequency of every thunderstorm cell in the model domain. With this information, the
number of flashes that are accumulated by each cell and during the interval between the activation of the
lightning scheme can be calculated.
These flashes are then randomly distributed in time and beneath each cell. The output contains the lon-
gitude, the latitude, and the time of occurrence of each simulated discharge.
Simulations of real-world scenarios are presented, which are compared to measurements with the lightning
detection network, LINET. These comparisons are done on the cloud scale as well as in a mesoscale region
composing southern Germany (two cases each). The flash rates of individual cumulonimbus clouds at the
extreme ends of the intensity spectrum are realistically simulated. The simulated overall lightning activity
over southern Germany is dominated by spatiotemporal displacements of the modeled convective clouds,
although the scheme generally reproduces realistic patterns such as coherent lightning swaths.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we describe the implementation of the
approach developed in Dahl et al. (2011, hereafter referred
to as Part I) into the German version of the Consortium for
Small Scale Modeling model (COSMO-DE; Doms and
Scha¨ttler 2002; Baldauf et al. 2011).
Simulating lightning within numerical models is not
a new approach. Shortly after deep convective clouds
could be simulated (Klemp and Wilhelmson 1978), elec-
trification models were included. In 1982, Rawlins (1982)
considered charging and discharging processes but not
lightning channels. Helsdon and Farley (1987) simulated
channel propagation using a two-dimensional model.
Nowadays, advanced three-dimensional cloud models are
equipped with sophisticated electrification schemes (e.g.,
MacGorman et al. 2001; Mansell et al. 2005). These make
use of results from laboratory experiments (e.g., Takahashi
1978; Jayaratne 1998; Saunders and Peck 1998), which
have revealed the magnitude and direction of charge
transfers during hydrometeor collisions. In these schemes
dielectric breakdown is modeled explicitly by initiating
lightning channels that exhibit realistic branching and
propagation (e.g., MacGorman et al. 2001; Mansell et al.
2002). These parameterizations were implemented in cloud
models (Mansell et al. 2005) and in convection-allowing
mesoscale models (Barthe et al. 2005). On the other
hand, there are comparatively simple schemes that
provide the storms’ lightning frequencies (Price and
Rind 1992; McCaul et al. 2009; Yoshida et al. 2009). The
new approach also yields lightning frequencies (where no
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distinction is made between intracloud and cloud-to-ground
lightning), but the time and 2D location of each lightning
discharge are explicitly assigned in our implementation.
This allows for a detailed and comprehensive display of
the lightning activity during the simulation period.
The applications of such simulations are manifold.
Lightning not only poses a threat to life and property (e.g.,
Curran et al. 2000), it also has an influence on atmospheric
chemistry by its ability to create nitrogen oxides (e.g., Fehr
et al. 2004, 2005; Schumann and Huntrieser 2007; Grewe
2009). Moreover, comparison of displays of accumulated
simulated and observed lightning provides a convenient
way of gaining insight into how realistically the timing and
placement of deep convective development is simulated.
The basics of the approach presented in Part I (here-
inafter DHS11) will be reviewed in section 2. Section 3
deals with the implementation of this approach into the
COSMO-DE model, and in section 4 simulation results
are presented. A discussion of these results is offered in
section 5, and conclusions are provided in section 6.
2. The DHS11 approach
The DHS11 approach presented in Part I of this study
includes a theoretical framework and parameterizations
that render it applicable to real-world thunderstorms.
What follows is a brief description of the DHS11 ap-
proach. The reader is referred to Part I for a detailed
presentation of this parameterization.
The theoretical approach is based on the idea that the
flash rate is not only determined by the charging rate, but
also by the geometry-dependent discharge strength of
each lightning flash [in prior approaches, the discharge
strength is assumed constant; see Part I; Price and Rind
(1992); Blyth et al. (2001)]. Using a simple two-plate ca-
pacitor model where the charging and discharging pro-
cesses are balanced, the flash rate may be expressed as
f 5 gj
A
DQ
, (1)
where f is the flash rate (in s21), g (lightning efficiency)
is a dimensionless factor between zero and one that
accounts for the contribution of lightning to the total
discharging process, j (in C m22 s21) is the charging-
current density, A (in m2) is the area of the capacitor
plates, and DQ (in C) is the lightning charge.
The parameterization part of the approach involves
the description of the four variables in Eq. (1),
f 5 f (A, g,DQ, j), (2)
in terms of the graupel and ice fields. The ‘‘graupel re-
gion’’ is defined as the region above the 263-K isotherm
where the mass of graupel per unit volume (the
‘‘graupel-mass concentration’’) is at least 0.1 g m23.
The ‘‘ice region’’ is defined as the region where the sum
of cloud ice and snow is at least 0.1 g m23. The ‘‘plate
area’’ A is determined by the horizontal cross-sectional
area through the graupel region at the height of the
centroid location (implying that the top and bottom
plate areas are equal).
The idea underlying the parameterizations is that the
graupel region contains negative charge and the ice re-
gion contains positive charge, which is based on the
noninductive graupel-ice charging mechanism (e.g.,
Saunders 2008). Moreover, the charging rate j increases
with the graupel-mass concentration, and the discharge
strengthDQ increases as the charge volume increases, as
detailed in Part I of this study. The following relations
are used to describe the required variables.
The lightning efficiencyg is set to 90% and the lightning
charge is determined as a function of charge volume:
DQ5
0:0 if 0:0#V, 2. 5 km3
25[12 exp(20:013 2 0:027V)] if V$ 2. 5 km3
,
(
(3)
where DQ is given in coulombs and the mean volume of
the two charge regions V is given in cubic kilometers. The
generator current density depends on two quantities,
j5 ryg, (4)
where yg is the mean terminal fall velocity of the
graupel pellets and r is the space charge density in the
generator current. This charge density is parameter-
ized as follows:
r5
0:0 if 0:0 # mg, 0:1 g m
23
4:4673 10210 1 3:0673 1029 mg if 0:1#mg# 3:0 g m
23
9:83 1029 if mg. 3:0 g m
23
,
8>><
>>:
(5)
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where mg is the cell’s maximum graupel-mass con-
centration (in g m23). To describe the terminal velocity
of the graupel, first its diameter needs to be determined,
which is also parameterized using the graupel-mass
concentration:
Dg(mg)5
0:0 if 0:0 # mg, 0:1 g m
23
1:8333 1023 1 3:3333 1023 mg if 0:1 # mg# 3:0 g m
23
0:012 if mg . 3:0 g m
23
,
8><
>: (6)
where Dg is the graupel diameter (in m). Then, the
terminal velocity of the graupel pellets is given by
(Heymsfield and Kajikawa 1987)
yg5 422:0D
0:89
g , (7)
where yg is the magnitude of the terminal graupel fall
velocity (in m s21). Qualitatively, the prediction of this
theory is that thunderstorms with a small horizontal
extent and weak graupel content above the 263-K iso-
therm exhibit small flash rates and vice versa.
Lightning detection and definition of a ‘‘flash’’
To compare the lightning simulations with observa-
tions, the lightning detection network, LINET, is used
(Betz et al. 2009). This system detects signals in the very
low-frequency/low-frequency (VLF/LF) range and uses
a time-of-arrival technique to determine the three-di-
mensional position of the discharge. The reported
LINET ‘‘strokes’’ are grouped into ‘‘flashes’’ such that
all events that occur within 1 s and in an area with a ra-
dius of 10 km are binned into a single flash, as was also
done in Part I of this study.
3. Description of the model and the new algorithm
COSMO-DE is a fully compressible, convection-
allowing numerical weather prediction model. In this
study a Lin-type single-moment, six-category bulk mi-
crophysics scheme was used, which predicts mixing ra-
tios of water vapor, cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snow,
and graupel (Doms and Scha¨ttler 2002; Baldauf et al.
2011). The time-independent grid is terrain following,
becoming quasi-horizontal with increasing altitude. The
vertical grid spacing varies from about 50 m in the
lowest model layers to about 1000 m toward the domain
top, which is at 22 500 m. The horizontal grid spacing is
about 2.8 km (0.0258). The model domain includes
Germany and parts of the adjacent countries, and it is
nested in the domain of the European-scale model
COSMO-EU. The time integration was performed using
a two-time-level Runge–Kutta scheme with a large time
step of 25 s. In this study we used version 4.6 of
COSMO-DE.
In the operational setup, radar data are introduced
into the simulation via latent-heat nudging (Stephan
et al. 2008). Here, the model runs were started at 0000 UTC,
and although 0000 UTC observations were used to ini-
tialize the model, no nudging was performed; the boundary
data after initialization were provided by COSMO-EU.
The lightning scheme was activated every 15 min,
which was a compromise, as longer intervals would have
led to unrealistic lightning patterns (see also section 5),
while shorter intervals would have sharply increased
the computation time. More information about the
COSMO model may be found in Baldauf et al. (2011),
Steppeler et al. (2003), and the references therein.1
Implementation of the lightning scheme
Based on the previous section, only knowledge about
the spatial distribution of the graupel-mass and ice-mass
concentrations as well as of the temperature is necessary
to implement the DHS11 approach. The variables that
need to be determined by the algorithm are
d the 263-K level,
d the centroid position of each graupel region,
d the horizontal cross-sectional area of each graupel
region,
d each storm’s maximum graupel-mass concentration,
and
d the layer thickness of each graupel and ice region.
If these quantities are known, the DHS11 flash rate can
be determined. Figure 1 schematically shows how the
required parameters are found by the algorithm, as ex-
plained in the following.
First, each graupel region is identified using a ‘‘blob
identification’’ or ‘‘labeling’’ algorithm (Hoshen and
Kopelman 1976, hereafter HK76; Constantin et al. 1997).
The HK76 algorithm was originally developed for
1 Extensive online documentation may be found on the COSMO
Web site (http://www.cosmo-model.org).
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application in percolation theory and is an efficient way of
labeling contiguous regions that fulfill certain properties
in a 3D domain (e.g., graupel-mass concentration mg $
0.1 g m23). All grid points that fulfill this criterion are
assigned the value 21 (these grid points are said to be
‘‘occupied’’), while all others are set to zero. Then this 3D
binary array is scanned, and each occupied grid point is
assigned a unique positive number. If an occupied grid
point is encountered that has a previously labeled neigh-
bor, then that occupied grid point is assigned the label of
its neighbor. The main challenge is to handle two or
more previously labeled regions that, while scanning the
array, are found to belong to a common cluster. To ach-
ieve this cluster-fragment linking in an efficient way, the
labels of all involved clusters are not immediately reas-
signed. Instead, a list is maintained that keeps record of
each cluster’s label and its connection to another cluster.
In a second pass through the array, proper labeling is
performed, using the information contained in the list.
Parallelization of the HK76 algorithm was carried out as
proposed by Constantin et al. (1997).
Once each graupel region is labeled, its centroid po-
sition is determined, and the existence of ice crystals
above each graupel region is verified. This condition
includes the possibility that the ice region may be
somewhat displaced horizontally from the graupel re-
gion. In the calculations, this offset is neglected and the
regions are treated as though they are vertically stacked.
If an ice region exists over the graupel region, these
regions are considered to be part of a cumulonimbus
cloud, and it is assumed that electrification is occurring.
Otherwise, the cloud is not considered to have the po-
tential of producing lightning. This assumption may be
violated in extreme cases when the updraft is sheared so
strongly that the ice region is displaced well downstream
from the graupel region. However, no such case was
observed in the simulations.
The required geometric properties of the cloud in-
clude the horizontal cell area, approximated by the hor-
izontal cross section through the graupel region, and the
charge volume.
To determine this volume, the horizontal cross-
sectional area of the graupel region at its centroid po-
sition is multiplied by the average thickness of the
graupel and ice regions. This thickness is determined by
the vertical extent of these regions at the centroid lo-
cation of the graupel region.
Once the location of each cell and its properties (lo-
cation, horizontal area, maximum graupel-mass con-
centration, charge volume) are known, the flash rate is
calculated for each cell.
The next step is to determine the accumulated flashes
of each cell between two calls of the lightning scheme. If
it is called everyDT seconds, the accumulated number of
flashes of the cell labeled k, is
nk5DTfk, (8)
where nk is the total number of flashes of the kth cell and
fk is the flash rate of the kth cell. As now the accumu-
lated number of discharges for each cell is known, the
flashes are temporally distributed. A list is created con-
taining entries for all the flashes occurring in the domain
during the time interval between two calls of the scheme.
This list contains pseudorandomly generated times in
the interval between the lightning-scheme activations.
The first nk entries are taken to represent the times of the
flashes produced by the first (k5 1) cell, and so forth for
all k. This way, instantaneous fluctuations of the in-
dividual flash rates are simulated.
Next, the nk flashes per cell are spatially distributed
around and beneath each cell in a circular manner. This
distribution is realized in plane polar coordinates. A
pseudorandom number generator is used to spread the
nk flashes within the radius Rk around each cell and in
random azimuthal directions. This radius is expressed as
an angular distance in degrees2 and is given by the
equivalent circular radius of the graupel area:
Rk5
1808
pre
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ak
p
r
, (9)
FIG. 1. Pseudoflowchart of the part of the algorithm that de-
termines the cloud properties. The graupel-mass concentration is
abbreviated with mg and the ice-mass concentration (containing the
cloud ice and snow categories) with ms1i. See text for discussion.
2 This is because the horizontal gridpoint locations in COSMO-
DE are defined in (rotated) geographical coordinates.
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where re is the earth’s radius and Ak is the plate area of
the kth cell. Gauss weighting is applied to reduce the
lightning occurrence toward the edge of the cell:
ri5Rk exp[2(ai)
2], where i5 1, . . . , nk. (10)
Here, ri is the angular distance in degrees of the ith
discharge from the cell centroid, Rk is the plate radius
(also expressed as angular distance), and a5 (s
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
)21
with s 5 0.4nk. Figure 2 shows how lightning locations
are distributed around a centroid position located at the
geographical coordinates (l,f)5 (0, 0) for nk5 50. This
procedure is repeated for every cell.
This completes the algorithm, and after minor post-
processing the final output is a list containing the time
and the geographical coordinates of every simulated
discharge. A pseudoflowchart shown in Fig. 3 sums up
the main steps of the lightning routine.
COSMO-DE-SPECIFIC ADDITIONS
As pointed out by Bryan et al. (2003), a horizontal grid
spacing of 2.8 km is insufficient to resolve convective
clouds. Over the course of this work, we found that in
COSMO-DE the convective clouds generally tend to be
too wide, roughly by a factor of 2. Moreover, the graupel
particles in the microphysics scheme are best described
as ‘‘densely rimed snow’’ or ‘‘light graupel particles.’’ As
the conversion from riming snow to graupel is initiated
rather early, excessively wide graupel regions may result
(A. Seifert 2010, personal communication). Although this
problem could have been circumvented by introducing
larger thresholds to define the graupel regions, this would
have filtered out weak convective clouds, yielding overall
unrealistic results. Other definitions of the cloud width
(e.g., via the updraft width) were equally unsuccessful.
The solution was to reduce the area of the graupel region
A, before inserting it into the flash-rate equation. In turn,
the graupel-mass concentration was somewhat increased.
The following corrections were found (using polari-
metric radar data; see Part I) to yield largely realistic storm
sizes and graupel-mass concentrations, independent of
storm size and intensity:
mgc5 1:2 mg (11)
and
Ac5 0:25A, (12)
where mgc is the corrected graupel-mass concentration
and Ac is the corrected area.
Clearly, these corrections are quite crude, and they
are merely employed to make the DHS11 approach
applicable to COSMO-DE.
Moreover, it was found that the DHS11 approach
overestimates the flash rates of mesoscale convective
systems (MCSs) by a factor of about 2 (Fig. 6 in Part I).
A simple ad hoc correction for this shortcoming is in-
troduced for the COSMO-DE implementation. Be-
tween 15- and ;45-km cell diameter, the flash rate is
artificially reduced to 40% of the original value. This
threshold is based on Fig. 6 in Part I and shifts the three
MCS observations closer to the 1:1 relationship. The
gradual decrease ensures that, for example, large isolated
supercells are not significantly affected by the correc-
tion. This correction is given by
FIG. 2. Example of random flash locations for nk 5 50. The lo-
cations are marked by asterisks and the units of the x and y axes are
degrees. The centroid of the cell is located at (0, 0). An angular
distance of 0.058 corresponds to about 5.6 km (note that the geo-
graphical coordinates in COSMO-DE are rotated such that the
equator runs through southern Germany).
FIG. 3. Pseudoflowchart showing the main steps of the lightning
scheme. See text for detailed descriptions.
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c5
1:0 if D#15 km
0:41 0:6exp(2[0:085(D215:0)]2) if D.15 km
,

(13)
where c is the dimensionless correction factor. This
correction is entirely artificial and only serves to render
the simulation results more realistic in cases of large
MCSs. It is not proposed to remedy the inability of
DHS11 to predict MCS flash rates accurately.
4. Results
In this section lightning simulations of COSMO-DE
are presented. Two aspects of the simulations will be
considered: individual simulated thunderstorm cells and
the total lightning activity over southern Germany.
a. Individual thunderstorms
To compare individual modeled cells with their real-
world analogs, only cases could be considered where the
modeled cells developed in the correct synoptic regime,
(nearly) at the correct time, and where they exhibited
a largely realistic structural evolution. This assessment is
somewhat subjective, but only those cases were consid-
ered where the association between modeled and real-
world convection was quite clear. Two extreme cases at
both ends of the discrete (i.e., non-MCS) storm spectrum
for central Europe are presented.
1) 22 AUGUST 2008
The first case involves an isolated supercell that de-
veloped over southeastern Germany on the afternoon of
22 August 2008. This case covers the high-intensity end
of the spectrum of discrete thunderstorms, both in terms
of storm organization and flash production. On its east-
ward track, the cell evolved into a severe, hail-producing
supercell, as reported by eyewitnesses and supported by
radar data (not shown). In the evening hours, another cell
appeared in close vicinity to the original cell both in the
model and in reality. As will be shown in the next sub-
section, the development in the model was somewhat
delayed and farther east than the observed storm, but the
overall evolution was realistic enough that a direct com-
parison is justified.
The mean modeled and observed lightning frequencies
were compared within several time intervals as summa-
rized in Table 1. The observed flash rates of the two
nearby cells range from about 10 to 20 min21 and from
about 30 to 60 min21, respectively. These frequencies are
accurately reproduced, including the slight strengthening
trend of the cells. The periods were selected such that the
observed cells were in the domain where LINET data
were available and that the simulated cell had reached
a quasi-steady state.
Between 1915 and 1945 UTC, the two observed cells
were so close to each other that only one ‘‘flash cell’’
with a flash rate of 64 min21 was identified (a 2D version
of the HK76 algorithm was used to detect coherent
lightning-density regions). Using the sum of the flash
rates of both simulated cells, a lightning rate of 62 min21
is obtained.
2) 2 APRIL 2008
On 2 April 2008, rather shallow polar-air cumu-
lonimbi spread across southern Germany and produced
short-lived but intense snow and graupel showers. Oc-
casionally, this convection would support a lightning
discharge. This scenario represents the weak end of
electrified convection for central Europe.
In this case it was impossible to single out a certain cell
and compare it with its model analog. The reason is that
a large number of cells developed, all individually short
lived, so that no unique one-to-one mapping between
real-world and modeled cells could be established. To
circumvent these difficulties, the average lightning fre-
quency over a number of cells was taken (both observed
and simulated). The domain selected for this purpose
comprised much of southern Germany. The requirements
were that this domain did not contain convection associ-
ated with a different synoptic regime and that most of
both the observed and the simulated convection was
contained in this domain. First, the mean flash rate of
each cell in a certain time period was summed up. As the
number of thunderstorm cells was known, the average
flash rate per cell could be determined. This calculation
was performed for both observed and simulated cells and
for several time intervals. The overall temporal evolution
of the convection in the model was realistic, so that the
flash rates were compared at the same times. These
TABLE 1. Comparison of the flash rates of the simulated (COSMO)
and observed (LINET) supercells on 22 Aug 2008.
Source
Time interval
(UTC)
Flash rate
(cell 1, min21)
Flash rate
(cell 2, min21)
LINET 1900–1930 12 38
COSMO 1900–1930 10 33
LINET 1915–1945 64 —
COSMO 1915–1945 17 45
LINET 1930–1945 22 58
COSMO 1930–1945 23 54
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results are shown in Table 2. The majority of the cells
produced about one flash every 15 min (0.07 min21),
though in the selected 15-min interval, a small fraction
of the cells exhibited flash rates as high as 0.5 min21 (not
shown). This increased the average flash rate in the
15-min interval to more than 0.1 min21. Interestingly,
this behavior was observed in reality as well as in the
model simulation, but the simultaneous increase in this
particular time window very likely is coincidental. The
total number of flashing cells in this simulation is over-
estimated (Table 2).
b. Overall lightning activity
While the former investigation was devoted to cloud-
scale lightning activity, now the overall lightning de-
velopment over southern Germany is assessed. Two
cases have been selected. This choice was motivated by
the different patterns of behavior of the model convec-
tion in each case.
1) 22 AUGUST 2008
The evolution of the lightning activity on 22 August
2008 based on LINET measurements is depicted in
Fig. 4, revealing a broad ‘‘lightning track’’ that extends
from southeastern Germany into Austria. Figure 5 shows
the simulated lightning activity. The lightning swath is
also present in the simulation, but it is displaced to the
east and south, and the associated thunderstorms de-
veloped a few hours too late in the model. However, the
presence of a distinct track justifies the direct comparison
of the simulated and observed cells in the previous sub-
section.
The model initiated scattered convection with much
lightning over the western part of the domain, where
only minimal lightning activity was observed with
TABLE 2. Comparison between averaged observed (LINET) and
averaged modeled (COSMO) flash rates on 2 Apr 2008. Also
shown are the numbers of cells n over which the flash-rate average
was taken.
Source
Time interval
(UTC)
Mean flash
rate (min21) n
LINET 1330–1400 0.06 37
COSMO 1330–1400 0.07 79
LINET 1400–1415 0.15 8
COSMO 1400–1415 0.13 50
LINET 1400–1430 0.07 14
COSMO 1400–1430 0.06 76
FIG. 4. LINET flashes on 22 Aug 2008. The plus signs represent discharge locations; time is
color coded. The red rectangle indicates the subdomain used for the statistical analysis of the
data. Country codes are shown to facilitate orientation: AT, Austria; BE, Belgium; CH,
Switzerland; CZ, Czech Republic; DE, Germany (Deutschland); FR, France; IT, Italy; LU,
Luxemburg; NL, Netherlands; and PL, Poland.
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LINET. The temporal evolution of the observed and
modeled lightning activity over southern Germany on
that day is shown in Figs. 6 and 7 , respectively. The total
number of accumulated flashes in the simulation and in
the domain under consideration was 14 354 (simulated)
versus 8489 (observed).
This difference is due mainly to convection that de-
velops in the simulation in the western parts of the do-
main in the evening hours. The fact that the lightning
activity commences during the afternoon hours was
correctly simulated.
2) 5 JULY 2009
On 5 July 2009, scattered thunderstorms developed
with diurnal heating (and dissipated with a lack thereof)
in a rather quiescent synoptic regime. Figure 8 shows an
overview of observed flashes and Fig. 9 depicts the sim-
ulated lightning activity based of the DHS11 parame-
terization for that day.
The most striking feature in the COSMO-DE simu-
lation is spurious excessive nocturnal convection. In the
afternoon, too little convection develops over south-
eastern Germany. This is also reflected in the histogram
plots in Figs. 10 and 11, which display the temporal
evolution of observed and modeled lightning, re-
spectively. The total number of flashes is overestimated
in the simulation by a factor of about 7 (61 073 simulated
versus 8893 observed flashes). These results are dis-
cussed in the next section.
FIG. 5. COSMO-DE flashes based on DHS11 on 22 Aug 2008. The plus signs represent
discharge locations; time is color coded. The red rectangle indicates the subdomain used for the
statistical analysis of the data. Country codes (defined in the caption of Fig. 4) are shown to
facilitate orientation.
FIG. 6. Histogram plot of observed lightning activity over
southern Germany on 22 Aug 2008, showing the 15-min accumu-
lated flashes. The total number of flashes and the mean flash rate in
the 24-h period are plotted at the bottom of the figure.
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5. Discussion
The lightning scheme presented in this paper is based
on the framework proposed in Part I. As such, it is based
on thunderstorm cell entities and the individual flash
locations are distributed in the vicinity and underneath
these cells. However, if strong low-level mesoscale
forcing for ascent is present, ‘‘slablike’’ convection may
result (James et al. 2005; Bryan and Fritsch 2000), where
the graupel regions of individual cells may merge into
one elongated region. In these cases, broad swaths of
lightning may be observed. In the current im-
plementation, a long, linear graupel region would be
treated as a circular region with the same area as the
elongated region. The flashes would be distributed cir-
cularly under the centroid of this region. Consequently,
the linear nature of the convective system would not be
apparent in the lightning simulations. However, in cen-
tral Europe these systems are favored in the cold season
(Gatzen et al. 2011) when often the forecast challenge is
whether or not lightning will occur at all. Even if the
current scheme may not reproduce the lightning swath
accurately in these particular situations, it may aid in
deciding whether lightning should be forecast. More-
over, oftentimes these lines exhibit a slabular nature
only at low levels while individual cell cores are present
farther aloft at altitudes that are relevant for identifying
the graupel regions (James et al. 2005).
The circular distribution of flashes around the cell is
expected to result in increasingly unrealistic results as
the activation interval of the lightning scheme (900 s in
this study) is increased. The accumulated number of
flashes per interval becomes larger while the centroids of
FIG. 7. Histogram plot of and simulated lightning activity using
the DHS11 scheme, showing the 15-min accumulated flashes. The
total number of flashes and the mean flash rate in the 24-h period
are plotted at the bottom of the figure.
FIG. 8. LINET flashes on 5 Jul 2009. The plus signs represent discharge locations; time is color
coded. Country codes (see Fig. 4) are shown to facilitate orientation.
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each cell at the activation times become farther sepa-
rated. Since the distance over which the flashes are dis-
tributed around the cell depends on the instantaneous
size of the cell and not on the number of the flashes
(which is related to the activation interval of the scheme),
this may result in gaps in the lightning path. The same is
true if the cells exhibit small flash rates but fast motion
(the striated paths over northern Italy in Fig. 5 are an
example of this). In earlier implementations, attempts
were undertaken to remedy this effect by considering the
storms’ motion to facilitate an upstream flash distribu-
tion. However, this resulted in unrealistic lightning pat-
terns because it was impossible to determine storm motion
accurately based on environmental parameters (to remedy
this problem, a cell-tracking algorithm would be required).
Reducing the activation interval would reduce the likeli-
hood of gaps in the lightning tracks, and result in smoother
changes of the lightning-path width belonging to the in-
dividual storms.
Given that the accumulated flashes between the acti-
vations of the scheme are extrapolated linearly, it is
implicitly assumed that the lightning rates do not change
considerably in that period. Increasing the activation
interval beyond the convective time scale (of order
15 min) will increasingly violate this assumption (e.g.,
new cells may develop at a flank of a given storm). The
choice of an activation interval of 900 s in this study is
a compromise between these factors and computational
expenses.
It is worth emphasizing that although the goal of
simulating individual flash locations was to obtain re-
alistic lightning patterns, only the number of flashes per
FIG. 9. COSMO-DE flashes based on DHS11 on 5 Jul 2009. The plus signs represent dis-
charge locations; time is color coded. Country codes (see Fig. 4) are shown to facilitate ori-
entation.
FIG. 10. Histogram plot of observed lightning activity, showing
the 15-min accumulated flashes. The total number of flashes and
the mean flash rate in the 24-h period are plotted at the bottom of the
figure.
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cell is predicted. The subcloud-scale and subactivation-
interval details of the lightning discharges are randomly
generated to emulate observed patterns.
In the current implementation, the convective clouds
generated in COSMO-DE had to be ‘‘resized’’ to apply
the DHS11 approach. This correction would need to be
adjusted if a different model, a different grid spacing, or
a different microphysics scheme was employed, and may
be dropped if convection-resolving grid spacing (Bryan
et al. 2003) was used, assuming an accurate representa-
tion of the microphysics. The parameterization itself
would not need to be adjusted.
a. Individual cells in COSMO-DE
In two scenarios involving isolated thunderstorms at
the extreme ends of the intensity spectrum, the flash
rates were simulated accurately in COSMO-DE. This is
consistent with the application of the DHS11 approach
to observed thunderstorms (Part I of this study). Since
the two investigated cases were at the opposite ends of
the intensity spectrum of central European storms, these
findings provide confidence that individual thunder-
storm clouds in the simulations generally exhibit re-
alistic flash rates.
The lightning simulations directly reflect the proper-
ties of the simulated graupel and ice regions. If there are
large discrepancies between observed and simulated
individual flash rates, it may be a hint that the convective
clouds are not properly represented in the model (as is
the case in this study).
b. Lightning evolution over southern Germany
The discrepancies between the overall observed and
simulated lightning activity may be due to erroneous
lightning-frequency predictions while the convective
cells are correctly simulated; or they may be due to er-
roneous convective development in the model, while the
lightning frequencies are correctly simulated, or both.
However, it is difficult to quantify these contributions,
because every observed cell would have to be compared
to its simulated counterpart, which most of the time is
impossible. The encouraging results of the two cases of
individual thunderstorms are a hint that a large contri-
bution to the error in the overall lightning evolution is
due to the wrong timing and placement of the simulated
storms. The lightning simulations directly inherit the
shortcomings of the model to simulate the correct num-
ber and placement of convective cells. This property may
be used to test the ability of the model to reproduce
convective scenarios accurately. The cases presented
herein suggest that COSMO-DE tends to simulate too
many lightning-producing clouds (e.g., Figs. 4 and 5).
Altogether, it is not surprising that COSMO-DE does
not capture every detail of the convective development,
given the long simulation periods before convective ini-
tiation occurs (usually more than 12 h). Other mesoscale
models have similar problems, which directly affect the
quality of the lightning predictions (McCaul et al. 2009).
An interesting observation is the extensive nocturnal
convection that develops in the simulation early on 5 July
2009. Figure 12 shows the simulated vertical sum of the
graupel-mass concentration 1 h after model initializa-
tion on 5 July 2009. Widespread graupel areas are visi-
ble, consistent with the strong lightning activity at that
time. The reason for this development is likely tied to
the assimilation of radar data into the model (Stephan
et al. 2008). This procedure adjusts the latent heating
profiles in the model in proportionality to the inferred
rain rate. This imparted latent-heat release initiates the
convection. Although no latent-heat nudging was per-
formed in the simulations in this study, the initial anal-
ysis field does contain the assimilated radar data. The
simulations performed in the course of this study suggest
that this type of artificially triggered convection may be
common in weakly forced and weakly capped situations.
This effect is well apparent in the lightning simulations.
Despite the inability of the model to capture the de-
tails of the convective evolution, the lightning forecasts
are still useful within a forecasting context. The simu-
lations may be considered to offer one possible scenario
given a certain environment. Moreover, recent research
has focused on temporally integrated displays of the
simulated convective activity (Kain et al. 2010). Stan-
dard model output such as radar-reflectivity fields only
provide an instantaneous picture, and accumulated pre-
cipitation fields may include nonconvective precipita-
tion in convection-permitting models. The output of the
FIG. 11. Histogram plot of the simulated lightning activity using
the DHS11 scheme, showing the 15-min accumulated flashes. The
total number of flashes and the mean flash rate in the 24-h period
are plotted at the bottom of the figure.
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lightning scheme is another way of displaying integrated
information about the overall thunderstorm activity
through the simulation period.
6. Conclusions
The DHS11 lightning flash rate parameterization has
been implemented in the convection-permitting COSMO-
DE operational forecast model. A cluster-detection algo-
rithm identifies contiguous graupel and ice regions, which
are used to define cumulonimbus clouds. Subsequently,
the geometries of the cells, their maximum graupel-mass
concentration, and their centroid locations are specified.
With this information, the number of accumulated flashes
per cell, occurring during the interval between each acti-
vation of the lightning scheme, is determined. In the last
step, the flashes are randomly distributed in time and
around the centroids of the cells, yielding the time and the
horizontal location of every flash as output.
The cloud-scale investigation of two cases of simu-
lated discrete cumulonimbus clouds reveals that the
flash rates of individual cells in these scenarios are re-
alistically simulated. As these cases represent two ex-
tremes in terms of lightning production, we are confident
that intermediate cases are also handled well, although
this was not explicitly tested herein. The simulated total
lightning activity over a mesoscale region (southern
Germany) is found to be dominated by the wrong
placement and timing of the convective clouds in the two
investigated cases. However, the scheme generally re-
produces realistic patterns such as coherent lightning
swaths.
The lightning scheme allows for a comprehensive and
detailed display in one graphic of where the model de-
velops thunderstorms, which is not easily achieved with
standard output fields. The lightning simulations can be
used to test properties of the simulated convective clouds
and whether the modeled storms develop at the correct
time and location. Within the forecasting context, the
simulations offer one possible convective scenario in the
given environment, which is useful even if the details of
the timing and location of the storms are not exactly
reproduced.
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